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Master Connection Associates offers a personalized approach to the
standard industry “shopper survey” for organizations that want to establish sales and service
benchmarks. Mystery Calls provide insight and real data in how your team is handling an initial
inquiry. This information is valuable in determining areas of development, sense of urgency in sales
as well as an overall performance benchmark.

Sales leaders have access to our MCA call database so they can update their team’s information, run
reports and look at past call history any time.

HOW IT WORKS

MYSTERY CALLS
“A RESULTS PRODUCING SHOPPING PROCESS”

Call:  +1 949-589-6137
www.masterconnection.com

 The Coach retrieves pertinent information about the sales professional they are calling from the
MCA database and creates a ‘real life’ scenario to ensure the Mystery Call is relevant and realistic.

 The Coach will verify their scenario is accurate with the sales leader before they begin the process.
 At the conclusion of the call, the Coach alerts the sales professional they have just received a

Mystery Call. Or you can choose to truly keep the calls a “mystery” and not have the calls
announced.

 Within 24 hours of the call being completed, a detailed synopsis is emailed to the sales leader.
 Additionally there is an option to have the Mystery Calls recorded. The sales leader would receive

information on how to access the recording when the synopsis is sent at the conclusion of the call.

Incomplete call:
 Eight attempts are made to reach the sales person, keeping the sales leader informed along the

way. If the sales person is unreachable, we close out the call and it is charged at full price

http://www.masterconection.com/
http://www.masterconection.com/
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RFP or Proposal Process:
 In addition to our standard Mystery Call, there are options for including an evaluation of the

proposal process as part of the Mystery Call:

 Phone Inquiry – At the conclusion of the inquiry call (as outlined above) the Coach would request a
proposal be sent. The Coach would provide a legitimate and believable email address matching the
scenario from the call for the proposal to be sent to. The Mystery Call would continue until the
proposal is received from the sales professional. At that time the Coach would contact the sales
professional and advise that it was a Mystery Call. The synopsis form would provide feedback and
coaching both on how the inquiry was handled and the quality of the proposal received.

 Electronic or Email RFP submission – The inquiry would be submitted to the sales
professional/hotel via email or electronic RFP (via hotel website). This would initiate the Mystery
Call. The Coach would provide legitimate and believable contact information (phone number and
email address matching the inquiry scenario) for the sales professional to contact the coach/client
to follow-up on the RFP. The “call” is then evaluated on how the sales professional responds to the
inquiry (do they call/email the client to further qualify and uncover the client’s needs or do they
reply directly with a proposal). The Mystery Call would continue until a proposal is received or until
24 hours passes with no response from the hotel/sales professional. At that time the Coach would
contact the sales professional and advise that it was a Mystery Call. The synopsis form would
provide feedback and coaching both on how the inquiry was handled and the quality of the
proposal received.

……WHY MCA?
OUR PROCESS IS PROVEN SUCCESSFUL. 

OUR COMMITMENT IS YOUR UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS!
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